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Abstract

We introduce a hierarchy of monotonic rewriting automata with a restart operation and show
that its deterministic version collapses in a sequence of characterizations of deterministic
context-free languages. The nondeterministic version of it gives a proper hierarchy of classes
of languages with the class of context-free languages on the top.

1 Introduction
We introduce rewriting automata with a restart operation (RRWW -automata) which generalize
in two ways the restarting automata with rewriting (RW -automata) introduced in [2].
A RW -automaton can be roughly described as follows. It has a nite control unit, a head
with a lookahead window attached to a list, and it works in certain cycles. In a cycle, it moves
the head from left to right along the word on the list; according to its instructions, it can at some
point rewrite the contents of its lookahead by a shorter string of input symbols and \restart" {
i.e. reset the control unit to the initial state and place the head on the left end of the shortened
word. The computation halts in an accepting or a rejecting state.
A RRWW -automaton can after the rewriting check the remaining part of the list, and in
the rewriting instruction it can use also some noninput symbols.
As usual, we de ne some subclasses of the automata. Similarly as in [1] we study a natural
property of monotonicity (during a monotonic computation, \the places of rewriting do not
increase their distances from the right end"). We show that all introduced types of deterministic
monotonic RRWW -automata recognize exactly deterministic context-free languages (DCFL).
On the other side the nondeterministic version of the introduced hierarchy of RRWW -automata
gives a proper hierarchy of classes of languages with the class of context-free languages (CFL)
on the top.
Our motivation for introducing the restarting automata with rewriting in [3] was to model
(elementary) syntactic analysis of natural languages in a similar way as in [4]. Such syntactic
analysis consists in stepwise simpli cation of an extended sentence so that the (in)correctness of
the sentence is not a ected. Thus after some number of steps a simple sentence is got or an error
is found. Such computations can be done by so called RRW -automata, which are the RRWW automata using only the input symbols in rewriting. Formally is this property expressed by the
so called "error preserving property". The RRWW -automata using the non-input symbols does
not ensure the error preserving property automatically, but on the other side they are able to
recognize all CFL.
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2 De nitions and basic properties
We present the de nitions informally; the formal technical details could be added in a standard
way of the automata theory.
A RRWW -automaton M (with bounded lookahead) is a device with a nite state control
unit and one head moving on a nite linear (doubly linked) list of items (cells). The rst item
always contains a special symbol c, the last one another special symbol $, and each other item
contains a symbol from a nite alphabet (not containing c, $). The head has a lookahead
\window" of length k (for some k > 0) { besides the current item, M also scans the next k right
neighbour items (or simply the end of the word when the distance to $ is less than k). In the
initial con guration, the control unit is in a xed, initial, state and the head is attached to the
item with the left sentinel c (scanning also the rst k symbols of the input word).
The computation of M is controlled by a nite set of instructions of the following three types:
(1) (q; au) ! (q0 ; MVR)
(2) (q; au) ! (q0 ; REWRITE(v))
(3) (q; au) ! RESTART
The left-hand side of an instruction determines when it is applicable { q means the current state
(of the control unit), a the symbol being scanned by the head, and u means the contents of the
lookahead window (u being a string of length k or less if it ends with $). The right-hand side
describes the activity to be performed.
In case (1), M changes the current state to q0 and moves the head to the right neighbour
item of the item containing a.
In case (2), the activity consists of deleting (removing) some items of the just scanned part
of the list (containing au), and of rewriting some of the nondeleted scanned items (in other
words au is replaced with v, where v must be shorter than au). After that, the head of M is
moved right to the item containing the rst symbol after the lookahead and the current state
of M is changed to q0 . There is one exception: if au ends by $ then v also ends by $ (the right
sentinel cannot be deleted or rewritten) and after the rewriting the head is moved to the item
containing $.
In case (3), RESTART means entering the initial state and placing the head on the rst item
of the list (containing c).
We will suppose that the control unit states are divided into two groups { the nonhalting
states (an instruction is always applicable when the unit is in such a state) and the halting states
(any computation nishes by entering such a state); the halting states are further divided into
the accepting states and the rejecting states.
Any computation of an RRWW -automaton is naturally divided into certain phases or cycles
by performed RESTART-instructions: in one cycle, the head moves right along the input list
(with a bounded lookahead) until a halting state is entered or the computation is resumed in a
initial con guration (thus a new cycle starts). We demand that the automaton makes exactly
one REWRITE-instruction in each cycle ending by RESTART { i.e. new cycle starts on a
shortened word.
It immediately implies that any computation of any RRWW -automaton is nite ( nishing
in a halting state).
In general, a RRWW -automaton is nondeterministic, i.e. there can be two or more instructions with the same left-hand side (q; au). If it is not the case, the automaton is deterministic.
An input word w is accepted by M if there is a computation which starts in the initial con guration with w (bounded by sentinels c,$) on the list and nishes in an accepting con guration
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where the control unit is in one of the accepting states. L(M ) denotes the language consisting
of all words accepted by M ; we say that M recognizes the language L(M ).
By RRW -automata we mean RRWW -automata which use only the input symbols in the
rewriting, i.e. in instructions of the form (2) above, the string v contains symbols from the input
alphabet only).
By RR-automata we mean RRW -automata for which rewriting can be replaced by deleting
(i.e. in instructions of the form (2) above, the string v can be obtained by deleting some symbols
from au).
By R-automata we mean RR-automata which do restart immediately after any REWRITEinstruction.
The next obvious claim express the mentioned lucidness of computations of RRW -automata.
The notation u )M v means that there exists a cycle of M starting in the initial con guration
with the word u and nishing in the initial con guration with the word v; the relation )M is
the re exive and transitive closure of )M .

Claim 2.1 (The error preserving property) Let M be an RRW -automaton, u, v some
words in the alphabet of M . If u )M v and v
u )M v and u 2= L(M ), then v 2= L(M ).]

2

L(M ), then u

2

L(M ). [Equivalently, if

We can easily see that the general RRWW -automata does not ensure the error preserving
property, because of using symbols not belonging to the input alphabet during their computations.
It will be useful to note the following `pigeonhole' fact.

Lemma 2.2 Let M be a RRWW -automaton. There is a constant p such that for any cycle
w1 vw2 )M w0 (for some words w1 ; v; w2 ; w0 ), where jvj  p, the subword v can be written
v1 auv2auv3 , (for some words v1 ; u; v2 ; v3 and symbol a), juj = k and jauv2 j  p where both
occurrences of a are entered in the same state by M during the given cycle (including the
possibility that both are not entered at all) and in the cycle nothing in auv2 is deleted or rewritten.

We will use the fact that for any i  0 the given cycle can be naturally extended for the
`pumped' word w1 v1 (auv2 )i auv3 w2 , where i  0 (including also the case of removing { i = 0).
Next let us introduce the monotonicity property of computations of RRWW -automata. Let
for any cycle Cyc, in which a REWRITE-instruction is performed, Dist(Cyc) denote the distance
of the last item in the lookahead window at the place of rewriting from the right sentinel ($) in the
current list. We say that a computation C of an RRWW -automaton M is monotonic if for the
sequence of its cycles Cyc1 ; Cyc2 ; :::; Cycn the sequence Dist(Cyc1 ); Dist(Cyc2 ); :::; Dist(Cycn )
is monotonic (not increasing).
By a monotonic RRWW -automaton we mean a RRWW -automaton for which all its computations are monotonic.
For brevity, pre x det- denotes the deterministic versions of RRWW -automata similarly
mon- the monotonic versions. L(A), where A is some class of automata, denotes the class
of languages recognizable by automata from A. E.g. the class of languages recognizable by
deterministic monotonic R-automata is denoted by L(det-mon-R).
Theorem 2.3 There is an algorithm which for any RRWW -automaton M decides whether M
is monotonic or not.
Proof: The proof can be made in a quite similar way as for the RW -automata in [3].
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3 Monotonic RRWW -automata
For technical reasons we introduce a special form of RRWW -automata. We say that a RRWW automaton M is in a det-MVR-form if for any couple (q; v), where q is a state of M and v is a
string of its input symbols, there is at most one instruction of the form (q; v) ! (q0 ; MVR).

Lemma 3.1 For any mon-RRWW -automaton M there is a equivalent mon-RRWW -automaton M 0 in the det-MVR-form.
Proof: We omit the proof here. It can be done in a similar way as the construction of equivalent
deterministic nite automaton for a given nondeterministic one.
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Theorem 3.2 L(mon-RRWW )  CFL and L(det-mon-RRWW )  DCFL.
Proof: Let L be a language recognized by a mon-RRWW -automaton M , with a lookahead of

length k. W.l.o.g. we suppose that M in each cycle scans the whole input list until the right
sentinel. Scanning the right sentinel $, M either restarts or accepts or rejects. Moreover we will
suppose M being in the det-MVR-form, i.e. in each con guration at most one MVR-instruction
is applicable (and any number of REWRITE-instructions).
Each cycle by M containing REWRITE-instruction can be naturally divided into three
parts: the left part { steps until the REWRITE-instruction, the middle part { the REWRITEinstruction itself and the right part { steps after the REWRITE-instruction. Cycles without any
REWRITE-instruction are considered as having the left part only (such cycles end by halting).
The particular parts of a cycle determine the corresponding left, middle, and the right part of the
corresponding list. The central part begins with the item scanned by the REWRITE-instruction
and ends by the item scanned after the performance of the REWRITE-instruction.
We show how to construct a (nondeterministic) pushdown automaton P which simulates M
and accepts L(M ):f$g. Thus L(M ) = L(P )=f$g, where = denotes the right quotient. Because
the class CFL is closed on the right quotient with any regular language, thus L(M ) is a contextfree language. The construction of P is based on the construction of a pushdown automaton
equivalent to a monotonic restarting automaton with rewriting in [3]. Modi cation must be
made for simulating also the right parts of cycles. Actually, if M rewrites in a cycle C1 in which
it enters a halting state (at the right sentinel) and w1 is the contents of its working list at the
end of the cycle C1 then P will simulate also computation of M which starts with w1 on its
list. P will simulate further cycles of M { let C2 denote the next cycle in which M enters a
halting state. If M rewrites in a cycle C2 and w2 is the contents of the list at the end of C2
then P will simulate also computation of M which starts with w2 on the list and so on until M
enters a halting state in a cycle with the left part only (a cycle without rewriting). At the end
of simulation P must decide which was the rst halting state entered by M .
At any time, P simulates left or middle part of a cycle denoted by Cycle and right parts
of all cycles preceding Cycle. This is enabled by the monotonicity property of M { the places
of REWRITE do not increase their distances from the right sentinel. Simultaneously, in the
pushdown store of P an auxiliary information will be kept for simulation of (left parts of) cycles
following after Cycle.
The control unit of P has several components for storing nite information. The component
CSt contains the current state of M in the corresponding step of Cycle. The component B
contains a string of input symbols of length at most (2k + 1) { it will contain the scanned item
and the lookahead of M in Cycle and will be used in REWRITE-instruction simulation. The
next component R contains a string of at most k + 1 input symbols { it will contain the scanned
symbol and lookahead for simulation of the right parts of cycles preceding Cycle. Let n denote
the number of states of M . The last component is a vector RS of length n. The element RSi,
4

for 1  i  n, can be empty or can contain a state of M { this vector will be used in simulation
of the right parts of cycles preceding Cycle.
The pushdown store of M will contain symbols already scanned by M in Cycle with some
auxiliary information. Actually the symbols stored in the pushdown are composed of the input
symbol from the list and a state in which the symbol was entered (from the left) in Cycle.
Because of the det-MVR-form of M , this information can be used in simulation of left parts of
the cycles following after Cycle.
Any reading of input symbol by P is done using the following procedure:
Get input symbol: If R=$ then do nothing (we are at the end of the list). Otherwise for each RSi
di erent from  (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n) simulate one step in the right part of some cycle preceding
Cycle { when the head of M scans the rst symbol of R and its lookahead window contains
the rest of R and the control unit is in the state RSi. Because of the det-MVR-form there is
exactly one instruction of the form (RSi ; R) ! (qi ; MVR) (for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n). P replaces
the contents of each RSi by qi . If RSi = RSj 6= , for some 1  i < j  n, it means that
in right parts of some two cycles (preceding Cycle) M enters the same state qi = qj at the
same symbol (corresponding to the second symbol in R). But then due to det-MVR-form
of M , these two cycles would continue by the same steps and both end in the same state.
Accepting/rejecting depends on the rst halting state entered by M at the right sentinel,
thus we need not simulate both cycles, it is enough to continue in simulation of the former
cycle { we discard RSj by shifting the contents of RSj +1 ; : : : ; RSn to RSj ; : : : ; RSn?1 and
entering  into RSn .
Next P removes the rst symbol from R and appends it to B , shifts the contents of R to
the left (the contents of R is shortened) if the last symbol of R is not $ then P reads next
input symbol and appends it to R.
This procedure simulates stepwise the right parts of cycles preceding Cycle. The following
RS -invariant is kept:
If RSi contains a state q of M then all RS1 ; : : : ; RSi?1 contain states of M . Then q
is the state in which M scans the rst symbol x stored in R in the right part of some
cycle C preceding the current cycle Cycle such, that there is no cycle preceding C
in which this item was scanned in the same state q and for any j , 1  j < i, there is
a cycle preceding C in which x is scanned in the state RSj .

The simulation algorithm of P :
Initialization: P starts by storing the initial state of M into CSt, pushing c (the left endmarker
of M ) into the rst cell of the bu er B and the rst k symbols of the input word of M
into the next k cells of the bu er R (cells 2; 3; : : : ; k + 1). All RSi, for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, are
initialized to . P initializes B by performing the procedure Get input symbol (k +1)-times.
j

The main cycle: During the simulation, the following conditions will hold invariantly:
- CSt contains the state of M in which M can be visiting the simulated (currently scanned)
item in the simulated cycle Cycle,
- the rst cell of B contains the current symbol of M (scanned by the head in Cycle) and
the rest of B concatenated with R contains m right neighbour symbols of the current one
(lookahead of length m  3k + 1),
- the pushdown contains the left-hand side (w.r.t. the head) of the list in Cycle, the
leftmost symbol (c) being at the bottom. In fact, any pushdown symbol will be composed
{ it will contain the relevant symbol of the working list and the state of M in which this
j
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symbol could be entered in Cycle,
- for RS the RS -invariant holds.
The mentioned invariants will be preserved by the following simulation of instructions of
M . The left-hand side (q; au) of the instruction to be simulated is determined by the
information stored in the control unit. The activity to be performed depends on the
right-hand sides of applicable instructions of M :
1. At most one possible instruction of the form (q; au) ! (q0 ; MVR):
P puts the contents of the rst cell of B and CSt as a composed symbol on the top
of the pushdown, stores q0 into CSt, and shifts the contents of B to the left. If the
length of B is less than k + 1 then P executes Get input symbol.
2. One of several possible instruction of the form (q; au) ! (q0 ; REWRITE(v)):
The rst jauj symbols from B are replaced by the shorter sequence v. The topmost
k +1 symbols are successively popped from the pushdown and the relevant symbols are
added from the left to B (shifting the rest to the right). The state parts of (composed)
symbols are forgotten, the state part of the (k + 1)-th symbol (the leftmost symbol
in B ) is stored in CSt. Thus not only the REWRITE(v)-instruction is simulated but
also the beginning of the left part of the next cycle, which is the new Cycle.
It should be clear that because of monotonicity of M , at the time of simulating
rewriting the rst symbol after the lookahead u (or $) is the rst symbol of R and
the simulation of the corresponding right part will start on it in the state q0 . Let
l = maxfi j 1  i  s : RSi 6= g. If there is no RSi (1  i  l) equal to q0, then P
stores q0 in RSl+1.
End of the simulation: At this point B is empty, i.e. the head of M is scanning the right sentinel
$ in the current cycle Cycle and the vector RS contains states in which ended right parts
in all the cycles preceding Cycle. At this point P using RS decides which was the rst
halting state state entered by M . Let i is minimal such that RSi contains a halting state.
If RSi is accepting, then P accepts, otherwise rejects.
It should be clear that due to monotonicity of M the second half of B (cells k + 2; k +
3; : : : ; 2k +1) is empty at the time of simulating a RESTART(v)-operation. Hence the described
construction is correct which proves L(mon-RRWW )  CFL.
Obviously, deterministic mon-RRWW -automaton is in det-MVR-form and the above construction applied to a det-mon-RRWW -automaton yields a deterministic pushdown automaton
recognizing L(P ) = L(M ):f$g. Because DCFL is closed under quotient with any regular language, the language L(M ) = L(P )=f$g is a deterministic context-free language { this proves
the second part of the statement.
2

Lemma 3.3 DCFL  L(det-mon-R)
Proof: This lemma was proved in [1]. We omit the proof here.
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From Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.2 follows that all deterministic monotonic subclasses of
L(RRWW ) collapse to DCFL.

Theorem 3.4 The following holds:

L(det-mon-R) = L(det-mon-RR) = L(det-mon-RRW ) = L(det-mon-RRWW ) = DCFL:

Despite the previous theorem we will show that the corresponding nondeterministic classes
of languages create a hierarchy of CFL.
6

Theorem 3.5 CFL = L(mon-RRWW )
Proof: To prove this theorem it remains to show that for any L

2

CFL there exists a

mon-RRWW -automaton M such that L(M ) = L.
W.l.o.g. we can suppose that for L there is a pushdown-automaton P such that: L(P ) = L,
P puts at most two symbols on the pushdown store (the length of the pushdown increases by 1)

in one step and any prolongation of the pushdown is preceded by reading two input symbols at
least, P does not use any input symbol as a pushdown symbol, P accepts with the input head
on the right end and the control unit in an accepting state. We outline M simulating P . M will
keep the following invariant: After any cycle the list of M contains a word of the form #uzav$,
where u is the content of the simulated pushdown without the top of the pushdown (with its
bottom on the left side), z is a couple { the symbol on the top of the pushdown and the current
state of P , a is the scanned symbol by the input head, and v is the nonread part of the input
word. The supposed form of P ensures that M can work as a monotonic RRWW -automaton.

2

Actually, in the previous construction M could be a RW -automaton enhanced with the
possibility to use noninput symbols in rewriting.

Theorem 3.6 L(mon-R) 6 L(mon-RR) 6 L(mon-RRW ) 6 L(mon-RRWW ):
Proof: Trivially, L(mon-R)  L(mon-RR)  L(mon-RRW )  L(mon-RRWW ).

a) Next we will prove that the language L = L1 [ L2 , where L1 = fan bn c j n  0g,
L2 = fan b2n d j n  0g is a mon-RR-language and is not a R-language.
i) L is recognized by a (nondeterministic) mon-RR-automaton M which works as follows:
 M accepts if it scans cc$, cd$ or cabc$, otherwise
 M moves to the "middle" (a followed by a di erent symbol) and should scan abb. M
guesses whether the current word is in L1 or it is in L2 . In the rst case it rewrites abb
to b, in the second to . After that M moves to the right end to check the last input
symbol. In the rst case it should be c, in the second one d. If the check is not successful,
M rejects, otherwise it restarts.
ii) On the other hand the language L cannot be accepted by any R-automaton. For a
contradiction let M1 be a R-automaton recognizing L. Any accepting computation of M1 on
a suciently long word an b2n d has at least two cycles { otherwise using Lemma 2.2 we can
construct a word outside L which will be accepted by M1 in one cycle. M1 can only shorten the
"middle" (and immediately restart { it is an R-automaton) to get a word of the form am b2m d.
But then the M1 can reduce the word an bn+(n?m) c 62 L to the word am bm c from L2 . But this
fact contradicts the error preserving property (Claim 2.1).
b) Secondly we will show that L(mon-RR) is a proper subclass of L(mon-RRW ). Let
L3 = fcn dn j n  0g, L4 = fcn dm j m > 2n  0g and L = ff; eeg:L3 [ fg; eeg:L4 . The language
L can be recognized by a nondeterministic monotonic RRW -automaton M in the following way:
 M immediately accepts the word f , otherwise
 if the word starts by fc then M simply deletes cd \in the middle" of the word and restarts,
 if the word starts by gc then M deletes cdd \in the middle" of the word and restarts,
 if the word starts by gd then M scans the rest of the word. If it contains only d's then
accepts otherwise rejects,
j

j

j
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if the word starts by ee then M nondeterministically rewrites ee by f or g and restarts.
It is easy to show that M is monotonic and L(M ) = L.
L cannot be recognized by any RR-automaton. For a contradiction let us suppose L = L(M )
for some RR-automaton M with lookahead of length k. Let us choose (and x) a suciently
large n (n > k) s.t. n is divisible by p! (and hence by all p1  p) where p is taken from Lemma
2.2. Now consider the rst cycle C of an accepting computation of M on eecn dn . M can only
shorten both segments of c's and d's in the same way, i.e. eecn dn )M eecl dl , for some l < n.
(Any accepting computation of M on eecn dn has at least two cycles { otherwise using Lemma
2.2 we can construct a word outside L which will be accepted by M in one cycle). Due to Lemma
2.2, dn can be written dn = v1 auv2 auv3 , a = d, u = dk , jauv2 j  p, where M in the cycle C
enters both occurrences of a in the same state.
Recall that nothing is deleted out of auv2 in C and jauv2 j divides n due to our choice
of n. Then there is some i s.t. d2n = v1 (auv2 )i auv3 ; hence eecn d2n 62 L(M ) but (by the
natural extending of C ) we surely get eecn d2n )M eecl dn+l , where 2l < n + l and therefore
eecl dn+l 2 L(M ) { a contradiction with the error preserving property (Claim 2.1).
c) It remains to show that L(mon-RRW ) is a proper subclass of L(mon-RRWW ). Let us
take languages L3 = fcn dn j n  0g and L4 = fcn dm j m > 2n  0g from the previous point
b) and L = L3 [ L4 . This language is obviously context-free. Because of Theorem 3.5 the
language L can be recognized by a mon-RRWW -automaton. We show by a contradiction in a
very similar way as in the point b) that it is not a RRW -language.
Suppose L = L(M ) for some RRW -automaton M with lookahead of length k. Let us choose
(and x) a suciently large n (n > k) s.t. n is divisible by p! (and hence by all p1  p) where
p is taken from Lemma 2.2. Now consider the rst cycle C of an accepting computation of M
on cn dn . M can only shorten both segments of c's and d's in the same way, i.e. cn dn )M cl dl ,
for some l < n. (Any accepting computation of M on cn dn has at least two cycles { otherwise
using Lemma 2.2 we can construct a word outside L which will be accepted by M in one cycle).
Due to Lemma 2.2, dn can be written dn = v1 auv2 auv3 , a = d, u = dk , jauv2 j  p, where M in
the cycle C enters both occurrences of a in the same state.
Recall that nothing is deleted out of auv2 in C and jauv2 j divides n due to our choice of
n. Then there is some i s.t. d2n = v1 (auv2 )i auv3 ; hence cnd2n 62 L(M ) but (by the natural
extending of C ) we surely get cn d2n )M cl dn+l , where 2l < n + l and therefore cl dn+l 2 L(M )
{ a contradiction with the error preserving property (Claim 2.1).


2
Conclusion remark: In future work we will consider also nonmonotonic classes of RRWW automata. We will also consider the RRWW -automata in an explicit way as reduction systems

(see [3]).
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